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A lawsuit and adverse ruling from an 
administrative judge are the latest com-

plications in the Federal Aviation Administra-
tion (FAA) initiative to integrate unmanned 
aircraft systems (UAS) into the National 
Airspace System (NAS).

In the FAA Modernization Re-authorization 
and Reform Act of 2012, Congress tasked the 
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A True navigation Mystery is Hard to 
Find These days. 

We’re far past the era of legendary is-
lands and unknown oceans. But Ma-

laysia Airlines 370 presents such a perfect 
mystery, it’s almost as if it was created as an 
exam question for aspiring navigators.

Nearly two months ago, a 12-year-old 
Boeing 777-200ER (extended range) 
aircraft operated by Malaysia Airlines left 
Kuala Lumpur bound for Beijing with 227 
mainly Chinese passengers and a Malay-
sian crew of 12, plus cargo that included 
4.5 tons of mangosteens — a tropical 
fruit — and almost 2.5 tons of lithium ion 
batteries.

tHe myStery of mH370 

Its Aircraft Communications Address-
ing and Reporting System (ACARS) was 
transmitting normally. According to a later 
statement of the Malaysian transport min-
istry, the last ACARS transmission showed 
nothing unusual and a normal routing all 
the way to Beijing.

Forty-five minutes later, the flight crew 
said “good night” to the ground crew. 
Then its transponder shut off. Then the 
airliner disappeared.

Since then, the missing MH370 has 
been the subject of one of the largest — 
if not the largest — searches in aviation 
history. 

Operators aboard Australian navy vessel Ocean Shield move the U.S. Navy’s Bluefin 21 Artemis auto-
nomous underwater vessel into position for deployment as part of the search effort for the missing 
Malaysia Airlines Flight 370. Using side scan sonar, the Bluefin descended to a depth of between 4,000 and 
4,500 meters, approximately 35 meters above the ocean floor. (U.S. Navy photo by Mass Communication 
Specialist 1st Class Peter D. Blair, made available through Wikimedia Commons.)
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from tHe ion PreSident 

Patricia doHerty

Meetings Galore and  
GNSS SDR Metadata

I would like to congratulate the 
organizers of the jointly sponsored 

IEEE/ION Positioning, Location and 
Navigation (PLANS) Symposium, which 
was held May 5-8, 2014 in Monterey, 
California. The inertial navigation 
conference was attended by more 
than 350 people. Thank you to Phil 
Dugandzic (General Chair), and Dr. 
Jacob Campbell and Dr. Michael Veth 
(Program Co-Chairs) for the dynamic 
and informative technical program.

Dr. Sanjeev Gunawardena has 
officially started to organize an ION 
working group to establish a voluntary 
ION standard for the Exchange of 
GNSS Software-Defined Radio (SDR) 
Metadata. GNSS SDRs comprise a 
rapidly advancing area in GNSS receiver 
research and design. This pace of 
innovation is catalyzed by the recent 
commercial availability of numerous 
GNSS and multi-sensor data collection 
equipment and GNSS SDR development 
platforms from numerous vendors. 

Currently no established standard 
exists for the exchange of metadata 
between such data collection equipment 
and GNSS SDR processors to support 
compatibility and interoperability of 
these subsystems. The use cases for 
GNSS SDRs within the PNT community 
are sufficiently unique such that 
existing metadata exchange standards 
do not fully address the community’s 
requirements. 

The Exchange of GNSS Software-
Defined Radio (SDR) Metadata Standard 
Working Group will be represented 
by members from academia, industry 
and government. Please feel free to 

contact the ION National Office if you are 
interested in participating in this activity.

We are looking forward to hosting 
the Military Division’s Joint Navigation 
Conference (JNC), June 16-19, 2014, 
in Orlando, Florida. After cancelling 
last year’s JNC event due to drastic DOD 
budget cuts, curtailment of travel, and 
federal sequestration, this community is 
anxious to reunite, learn and network. 
The preliminary conference program 
is strong, and I look forward to seeing 
many of you there! See <www.ion.org/
jnc> for attendance requirements.

Other programs to watch for include 
the release of the ION GNSS+ 2014 
technical program. The ION GNSS+ 
program committee received more than 
600 abstracts this year. The program 
committee has also gone to great 
lengths to identify specific commercial, 
applications, academic and policy-
related tracks for the September event. 
This should guarantee that there will 
be something for everyone at this year’s 
Satellite Division meeting. See <www.
ion.org/gnss> for a complete technical 
program and registration instructions.

ION is also now accepting abstracts 
for the Precise Time and Time Interval 
(PTTI) meeting being held December 
2-4, 2014, in Boston, Massachusetts. 
Please see <www.ion.org/ptti> for a 
list of technical sessions and abstract 
submission instructions. 
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GNSS Better than Legendary Sunstones?

Galileo Sea 
Trials Retrace 
Viking Routes
In its continuing campaign to promote the 

nascent Galileo satellite navigation system, 
the European Space Agency (ESA) has 
reported the conclusion of the first Galileo 
maritime trials outside of mainland Europe. 

The long-range, high-latitude testing 
spanned the North Sea, following the same 
historical sailing route that Viking dragon-
ships used 1,200 years ago. Results are still 
being processed.

For those who have not 
been following the progress of 
legendary Norse explorer Rag-
nar Lothbrok on the History 
cable channel series, Viking 
navigators purportedly relied 
on “sunstones” to find their 
way along the same route. Ar-
chaeologists believe these may 
have been polarizing crystals to 
pinpoint the Sun even in over-
cast skies. (See accompanying 
article for more details.)

In the exercise con-
ducted late last year, Belgian 
frigate Leopold I-F930, used 
multiple Galileo receivers 
processing both the Euro-
pean GNSS system’s public 
Open Service (OS) and se-
cure Public Regulated Service (PRS) 
to re-navigate the Viking’s route. 

The frigate sailed first from the 
Dutch marine base of Den Helder 
on December 4, traveling to 
Stavanger in Norway. From there 
it proceeded north in very rough 
seas with 10 meter–high waves, 
coming near to the Arctic circle 
on December 17 — the north-
ernmost transit for Galileo PRS 
observations — before heading 
home.

The testing was performed as 
part of the ‘PRS Participants to 
IOV’ project jointly managed by 
ESA and the European Commis-
sion, in collaboration with the 
European GNSS Office Agency and 
several Member States possess-

ing PRS test 
receiver 
technology. 

Accord-
ing to ESA, 
the testing 
provided tan-
gible in-situ 
evidence of 
Galileo signal 

stability across both operating frequencies at 
high latitudes, processing signals from low 
satellite elevations in the local sky.

The trials were performed by the Royal 
Military Academy of the Belgian Ministry of 
Defense, the UK Space Agency in collabora-
tion with Nottingham Scientific Ltd. and ESA, 
which sought to ensure that PRS signals were 
available whenever the four in-orbit valida-
tion (IOV) Galileo satellites currently in orbit 
came into view. 

A dual test setup was fitted to the frigate 
at Den Helder. Belgium connected a PRS re-
ceiver and an OS receiver, both manufactured 
in Belgium by Septentrio NV, to a common 
antenna. The PRS receiver recorded raw PRS 
measurements on both frequencies while the 
OS receiver logged data from openly available 
Galileo, GPS, and GLONASS signals at one-
second intervals. 

Nottingham Scientific installed its ULTRA 
system configured to record radio-frequency 
samples, supporting the detailed post-
processing of Galileo OS and PRS signals. 
Developed with funding from the European 
GNSS Agency (ESA), the ULTRA concept is de-
signed to remove PRS security elements signal 

Belgian frigate Leopold I-F930 in rough waters during sea trials. Photo from Kingdom 
of Belgium Foreign Affairs, Foreign Trade and Development Cooperation.

The recorded course of Belgian frigate Leopold during the first high-
latitude trials of Europe’s Galileo satellite navigation system. (ESA figure)

Two receivers, seen either side of the main antenna, were carried by Bel-
gian frigate Leopold I-F930 during high-latitude testing of Galileo’s Open 
Service and Public Regulated Service. (ESA photo by Anneke Le Floc’h)

Viking longship. Detail from Bayeaux Tapestry. 
(Wikimedia Commons)
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Between 900 and 1200 A.D. Vikings navigated across the open waters of 
the North Atlantic Ocean. When the Sun was visible, they could determine 

geographical north by means of a special sundial. How they determined the sun’s 
location under cloudy or foggy conditions, however, has puzzled scientists. 

In 1967, Thorkild Ramskou, a Danish archaeologist, suggested that Vikings 
might have been able to determine the azimuth direction of the Sun with the help 
of skylight polarization, just as some insects do. In the case of insects, such as des-
ert ants and honeybees, the navigation system involves the dorsal rim area of their 
compound eyes and corresponding polarization sensitive neurons in the brain. 

According to a 2012 Sensors journal article, “the dorsal rim area is equipped 
with photoreceptors, which have orthogonally arranged small hair-like structures 
termed microvilli. These are the specialized sensors for the detection of polarized 
skylight patterns (e-vector orienta-
tion).”

In the hands of the Vikings, a 
“sunstone” could have been a polar-
izing crystal such as Icelandic spar, 
a transparent form of calcite, which 
is common in Scandinavia, Ramskou 
hypothesized. Other researchers have 
suggested cordierite or tourmaline, 
both of which are also common in the 
region from which the Vikings came.

If a dot is placed on top of such 
a crystal and viewed from below, 
two dots appear, because the light is 
“depolarized” and fractured along 
different axes. Rotating the crystal until 
the two points have exactly the same 
intensity or darkness indicates the 
direction of the Sun.

According to this theory, the 
Vikings could have determined the 
direction of the skylight polarization 
employing a birefringent crystal, func-
tioning as a linearly polarizing filter, 
according to a 2011 article in the Brit-
ish journal, Philosophical Transac-
tions of the Royal Society, available 
online at <http://rstb.royalsocietypub-
lishing.org/content/366/1565/772.
full#aff-1>. Primary author for the 
article was Gábor Horváth a re-
searcher in the Environmental Optics 
Laboratory, Department of Biological 
Physics of the Physical Institute, Eötvös 
University, in Budapest, Hungary. 

Horvath et alia’s explanation of the technique is as follows: “First, the Viking 
navigator had to determine the direction of skylight polarization at two distinct 
points of the sky-dome by using a birefringent crystal (the sunstone) as a linear 
polarizer [see (d) in accompanying figure]. . . . By rotating such a crystal to 
and fro and looking at the sky through it, the sky appears to brighten and fade 
periodically, because, with the exception of the polarizational neutral points, the 
skylight is partially linearly polarized. Looking through the birefringent crystal, 
the Viking navigator could calibrate the sunstone by adjusting it in such a way that 
a patch of the clear sky appears brightest. A line pointing to the true position of 
the Sun would then be scraped into the crystal. 

“After such calibration, the direction of the Sun hidden by clouds can then be 
determined by looking at a clear patch of sky through the crystal and rotating the 

latter until the sky appears the brightest. The scratch on the 
sunstone shows the direction of the invisible Sun, if the di-
rection of polarization of skylight corresponds to Rayleigh’s 
theory of first-order light scattering, i.e. the direction of 
polarization of light from an arbitrary point of the clear sky 
is perpendicular to the plane of scattering determined by the 
observer, the Sun and the celestial point observed.

“The Viking navigator could then estimate the inter-
section of the two great circles running through the two 
investigated celestial points parallel to the scratches on the 
crystals. If the pattern of the direction of polarization of 
skylight corresponded to Rayleigh’s theory, then the point of 
intersection would give the position of the invisible Sun.”

In a series of experiments, the researchers gathered 
data in Tunisia, Hungary, and the Arctic region to determine 
the ratio r of the sky that follows Rayleigh’s theory with an 
accuracy  of αthreshold = 5° under various lighting condi-
tions: clear skies, cloudy, overcast, and foggy. The results 
suggested that sky-polarimetric navigation by Vikings would 
have been technically feasible during a substantial amount of 
time, regardless of 
these conditions. 

A March 6, 
2013, article in 
the Proceedings 
of Philosophical 
Transactions of 
the Royal Society, 
argued that a calcite 
crystal recently dis-
covered in sunken 
Elizabethan ship is 
an Iceland spar that 
could have served as 
a sunstone. 

data collected by a mobile unit in the field 
and transfer them to a secure service center 
where positioning, navigation, and timing 
results are processed.

The long-distance maritime trials in high 
latitudes followed the completion of earlier 
road and flight tests last summer and autumn. 

“Galileo is in a transition between 
its In-Orbit Validation (IOV) phase and 
follow-on Full Operational Capability 
phase,” said Miguel Manteiga Bautista, 
head of ESA’s GNSS Security Office.  “This 
means we are engaging in all kinds of 
experimental demonstrations of all Galileo 

services, in particular PRS, which offers 
the most highly accurate positioning and 
timing performance, but with access 
strictly restricted to authorized users.” 

Did the Vikings Use Crystal-Aided, Sky-Polarimetric Navigation?

Iceland spar, possibly perhaps similar to 
the medieval sunstone used to locate 
the sun in the sky when obstructed from 
view. (Wikimedia Commons image)

(a) The wooden disc fragment (found in southern Green-
land) onto which the Viking navigators scratched some 
hyperbolic curves. (b) The reconstructed sundial used by 
the Vikings for navigation on the open sea. The left, grey 
part of the disc has not been found. (c) Three-dimensional 
drawing of the Viking sundial with a conical vertical gno-
mon and its shadow, the endpoint of which touches the 
hyperbola scratched into the horizontal wooden disc. (d) 
Sky-polarimetric navigation by Vikings can only function, if 
the direction of skylight polarization (symbolized by double-
headed arrows) is perpendicular to the plane of scattering 
(determined by the Sun, the observer and the celestial point 
observed). This corresponds to Rayleigh’s theory of first-
order light scattering. From “On the trail of Vikings with 
polarized skylight: experimental study of the atmospheric 
optical prerequisites allowing polarimetric navigation by 
Viking seafarers,” From Gábor Horváth et al., “On the trail 
of Vikings with polarized skylight: experimental study of 
the atmospheric optical prerequisites allowing polarimetric 
navigation by Viking seafarers,” Philosophical Transactions of the 
Royal Society (UK), B 366, 772-782 (2011).
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This is the second of three articles explor-
ing the prevalent inertial navigation sys-
tem found aboard U.S. and NATO surface 
ships and submarines: the ring laser gyro 
navigator, often called the MK 49 Ship’s 
Inertial Navigation System (INS) or the 
WSN-7/7A by the U.S. Navy.  In the last 
newsletter, we compared the development 
of the INS to the life of a person, ending 
with  “teenager” in 1976. We pick up now 
where we left off. 

By 1977, having over-
come the challenges 

of the teenage years, ring 
laser gyroscope (RLG)–
based interial navigation 
systems had to mature 
into young adulthood by 
finding a job and earning 
a living.

 It wasn’t apparent 
whether the career path of the RLG should 
be focused on military applications, where 
most of its prior research and funding had 
been targeted, or in the burgeoning com-
mercial airplane business.  

Within the military community, the domi-
nant mechanical gyroscopes had reached 
a size, cost, performance and price-point, 
which made Honeywell’s marketing strate-
gies for the newer technology difficult. 

Overcoming the inertia (pun intended) 
of the Air Force’s and Navy’s acquisition 
process, as well as their stringent and di-
versified performance requirements, posed 
challenges to a youthful Honeywell division 
anxious to prove its mettle with this new 
product line. In order to move upward, the 
young adult needed a partner, preferably a 
muscular, ambitious one with deep pockets, 
to form a corporate marriage that would 
elevate the status of the RLG.

YOUNG ADULT:  (1976-1985)
In the late 1970’s, Boeing was working on 
two new airliners: the 757 and the 767. The 
company had already employed mechanical 
gyro INS on its long-range 747 “jumbo jet,” 
and it wanted to incorporate advanced com-
puter automation on the two new models as 
well.  

The Boeing engineers saw the strapdown 
RLGN  as a natural fit into their avionics 

architecture.  
The laser gyro’s 
digital output, 
rapid reaction 
time, gimbal-
less strapdown 
mechanization, 
insusceptibility 
to accelerations 
and promise of 
high reliabil-
ity were major 

attractions. The sexiness of the new laser 
technology was consistent with the “high 
tech” image that Boeing was cultivating for 
its new airplanes.  

So Boeing and Honeywell engineers and 
managers began a courtship based on prac-
ticality, technology, and profit by a generous 
dowry from Honeywell that included their 
commitment to invest 
in a new gyroscope 
production line in Min-
neapolis, Boeing incor-
porated the Honeywell 
RLG in their new inertial 
reference system. It 
debuted in 1983 on the 
757-200. 

The deal between 
Honeywell and Boeing 
began a steady, irre-
versible march from 

problematical mechanical gyroscopes to 
optical gyroscopes for the high volume 
avionics industry.  

Although it wasn’t clear that the laser 
gyro was superior in overall performance, 
size, or cost, Honeywell advertised a mean 
time between failure (MTBF) rate of 8,000 
hours, far greater than the previous gen-
eration of spinning mass gyros.

The reliability of the RLG on the Boeing 
commercial airliners attracted competing 
corporations to the technology, who noted 
the swing from mechanical gyroscopes to 
optical ones.  

Honeywell, Litton, and Kearfott, each 
with its own version of the RLG, competed 
vigorously for the growing number of new 
and backfit orders for military aircraft. 

As part of the RLGN development 
program, the Naval Air Development Center 
(NAVAIRDEVCEN) in Warminster, Pennsyl-
vania, initiated an INS technology program 
to guide industry in the development of 
RLGN systems capable of meeting the 
Navy’s goals and mission requirements. In 
1982 and 1983, NAVAIRDEVCEN tested the 
SKN-4000, Singer-Kearfott’s first attempt to 
build a strapdown RLGN for aircraft appli-
cations. The RLG’s used were Singer Mod 
II-D 32 cm. triangular optical path laser 
gyros. The system met its design goal for 

errors less than 1 
nmi/hr Circular 
Error Probable 
(CEP) rate and 
0.8 meters/sec-
ond root-mean-
square velocity 
per axis.

During the 
late 1980s, the 
military joined 
the move to RLGs 

Life Cycle of a Robust Technology, Part II

from the ion historian, marvin may

ring Laser gyro inertiaL navigation 

Very large ring laser gyroscope, Honeywell 1980s.

1983 British Airways flight of the new Boeing 757, 
which used Honeywell’s RLG system. (Wikimedia 
Commons image by Steve Fitzgerald.)
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when the U.S. Air Force selected Honeywell 
and Litton as competitive suppliers of laser 
inertial navigation units for the C-130, the 
RF-4, the F-4 Phantom, the EF-111, and the 
F-15. Meanwhile, Sperry Gyroscope, the 
originators of the RLG, continued to serve 
some lower accuracy and lower volume 
applications, but never became a major 
manufacturer of avionics quality RLGs. 
Sperry tried to develop higher accuracy 
with three axis interwoven laser gyroscope 
triad with magnetically coated mirrors. 
They hoped this innovation would introduce 
an apparent rotation in the gyroscopes, 
thereby eliminating the need for a dither 
motor to counter the zero lock-in phe-
nomenon. However, it never resulted in a 
marketable product.  

In Europe, the PL 41 inertial naviga-
tor and the MINS by Raytheon Anschutz 
used Honeywell’s gyroscopes. Meanwhile, 
SAGEM, the leading French avionics sup-
plier, developed and used its own 12-inch 
perimeter GLS32A gyroscope in SIGMA40, 
its version of strapdown inertial equipment. 
The RLG was now in the heyday of vigor-
ous young adulthood. Accordingly, Honey-
well’s thoughts turned to procreation and 
expanded horizons.  

Honeywell’s avionics RLG gyros were 
based on the GG 1342, the forerunner to the 
GG1308, for munitions applications, and the 
GG1320, for gyrocompass and smaller, less 
accurate avionics requirements. These prolif-
erated in their respective markets. By the late 
1980s most new avionics inertial navigators 

were either RLG based or transi-
tioning towards the RLG. 

The RLG had now achieved 
recognition, established a 
thriving family, and secured a 
steady income stream. It was 
ready to set its sights on the 
pinnacle of success: the marine 
inertial navigation world. The 
higher accuracy requirements 
of the maritime market meant 
elevating performance from 
the nautical mile per hour level 
to the nautical mile per day or 
longer levels.  

How the mature RLG tech-
nology addressed this major 
passage through its life is the 
subject of the third article in this 
series. 

Considerable portions of this 
article were drawn from: Mac-
Kenzie, D., Knowing Machines: 
Essays on Technical Change, 
The MIT Press, 1998. 

Marvin B. May is Chief Navigation Tech-
nologist at Pennsylvania State University’s 
Navigation Research and Development 
Center in Warminster, Pa.  His email is 
<mbm16@arl.psu.edu>. 

1987 U.S. Air Force photo of an F-4G Phantom II, A-10A Thunderbolt II and RF-4C-39 MC Phantom II flying near Ramstein Air 
Base, Germany.

A modern marine navigation system by SAGEM using the current SIGMA 40 laser gyros (SAGEM photo.)
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agency with finding a way to integrate UAS 
and unleash what could be a multi-billion-
dollar industry flush with thousands of 
high-paying jobs and applications ranging 
from search & rescue and environmental 
monitoring to traffic management and 
precision agriculture. Lawmakers gave the 
agency until 2015 to complete the task.

The subject has also drawn an increas-
ing amount of interest among members of 
The Institute of Navigation. The ION GNSS+ 
2013 conference featured a panel discus-
sion on “Unmanned GNSS,” and the PLANS 
2014 conference in May included a techni-
cal session on “Small UAV Positioning and 
Navigation Applications.”

Chaired by Prof. Demoz Gebre-Egziab-
her, an associate professor at University 
of Minnesota, the session featured papers 
— among others — on “Indoor-Outdoor 
Navigation for Unmanned Multi-sensor 
Aerial Platforms” by authors from Ohio Uni-
versity and a Spanish aerospace technology 
center, and “Autopilot Design for Control of 
Rotorcraft Micro Aerial Vehicles (RMAVs) 
Swarm” by authors from Beijing University 
of Aeronautics and Astronautics.

In the meantime, however, the absence 
of UAS rules have hampered the FAA’s efforts 

to restrict use of unmanned aerial vehicles 
(UAVs), often referred to as drones, which 
are drawing increasing interest from com-
mercial ventures, hobbyists, public agencies, 
and private nonprofit organizations.

On March 6 of this year, 
Patrick Geraghty, a National 
Transportation Safety Board 
(NTSB) administrative law judge 
in Denver dismissed a complaint 
and $10,000 fine that FAA had 
issued against Raphael Pirker. 

The agency had charged 
Pirker with operating a UAV in a 
“reckless and careless manner” 
while taking video and photo-
graphs of the University of Virginia 
(UVA), Charlottesville, campus 
and medical center. Pirker was 
reportedly being paid for the mis-
sion by a public relations firm.

According to the FAA com-
plaint, Pirker was operating a 
Zephyr II “electric flying wing” 
manufactured by RiteWing RC 
LLC, Apache Junction, Arizona. 
The aircraft has a 56-inch wing-

span and weighs four pounds seven ounces. 
The Zephyr II has optional mounts for both 
GoPro and Flightcam cameras and can be 
fitted with a Ruby AutoPilot manufactured 
by Uthere.

The FAA complaint alleged that Pirker 
operated the small aircraft between 10 to 
400-foot heights “in a careless or reck-
less manner so as to endanger the life or 
property of another,” including flying toward 
a person on a sidewalk who had to take “im-
mediate evasive maneuvers” to avoid being 
struck, inside a UVA tunnel containing mov-
ing vehicles, under a crane, within 15 feet 
of a statue, within 100 feet of an active UVA 
heliport, and near buildings and individuals.

Pirker contended, and the judge agreed, 
that it was a model aircraft not subject to FAA 
rules in the absence of a UAS classification in 
the Federal Aviation Regulations (FARs). 

Accepting the FAA’s argument that the 
Zephyr II was an aircraft subject to FARs, 
Geraghty wrote in his opinion, would 
“lead to a conclusion that those definitions 
include as an aircraft all types of devices/
contrivances intended for, or used for, flight 
in the air. The extension of that conclusion 

FAA article continued from page 1

Members of Texas EquuSearch and Houston Police Department officers take part in a mock search exercise in 2012.

Engineering students work on an aircraft at Texas A&M’s Corpus 
Christi UAV center.
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would then result in the risible argument 
that the flight in the air of, e.g., a paper 
aircraft, or a toy balsa wood glider, could 
subject the ‘operator’ to the regulatory 
provisions” of the FARs.

The FAA has appealed Geraghty’s deci-
sion to the five-member NTSB board.

In April, Texas EquuSearch, a search-
and-rescue organization that has used 
unmanned aircraft to help search for miss-
ing people since 2006, petitioned the U.S. 
Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit to set 
aside an FAA order to halt its use of UAVs. 

The group argued in its petition to the 
court that the FAA’s order has no legal basis 
and “is unlawful, arbitrary, capricious, an 
abuse of discretion and not otherwise in 
accordance with law.”

Meanwhile, Back at the UAS Program
Despite the pressure, the FAA has taken 
major steps toward enabling unmanned 
aircraft to operate freely in the United 
States. Last year it released a UAS in the 
NAS “road map” and on December 30 an-
nounced the winners of a well-subscribed 
competition to operate 
one of six new research 
and test sites for un-
manned aircraft.

On November 7, 
the FAA unveiled a plan 
document, “Integration of 
Civil Unmanned Aircraft 
Systems in the National 
Airspace System Road-
map.” The 74-page road 
map lays out the tasks 
needed to successfully 
weave the operations of 
thousands of UAVs into 
the NAS without putting at 
risk the millions of airline 
passengers, commercial 
cargo, and business and 
private aircraft that tra-
verse U.S. skies daily.

The U.S. Department 
of Transportation (DoT) 
also released a compan-
ion publication, Un-
manned Aircraft Systems 
(UAS) Comprehensive 

Plan, which covers the responsibilities of 
five other agencies including the Depart-
ment of Defense (DoD), Department of 
Homeland Security (DHS), and NASA. 

In discussing the plans, FAA Adminis-
trator Michael Huerta said “the FAA will 
fulfill its statutory obligations to integrate 
unmanned systems” and said 2015 was 
“still the goal.” That means, he said, 
“demonstrating what safe integration 
looks like, what its characteristics are, 
and to have a framework in place.”

The road map, which is a five-year 
plan that will be updated annually, looks 
broadly at essential tasks, including 
development of the “sense and avoid” 
technology needed to reduce the chance 
of collisions, assured communications, 
emergency planning, and UAS design 
certifications.

In the near term, which the road map 
defines as roughly the next five years, the 
FAA plans to use case-by-case approvals 
to operate under exceptions to current 
airspace rules — essentially what it is 
doing now.

It will work to “establish new or revised 
regulations, policies, procedures, guidance 
material, training, and understanding of 
systems and operations” that would support 
routine NAS operations,” starting in the near-
term but stretching out for another five or 
more years. Full integration, which requires 
technology standards, regulations, and certi-
fications, could be more than 10 years away.

FAA Announces UAS Test Sites
In another step forward for the UAS pro-
gram, on December 30, the FAA named the 
winners of a high-stakes contest to operate 
one of six new research and test sites for un-
manned aircraft. The FAA will now work to 
help the sites set up safe operations and cre-
ate the structures needed within the agency 
to help it use the sites’ research results.

The designated organization  — located 
in Alaska, Nevada, New York, North Dakota, 
Texas, and Virginia, which is partnering with 
schools in New Jersey and Maryland — are 
each operated by a public entity. They were 
chosen in part for their diversity of climate 
and geographic location as well as the 
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infrastructure available on the ground, 
Huerta said.

Testing done at the sites will be used to 
develop the certification and operational 
requirements for using a UAS in the United 
States. Research at the sites will also help 
officials find solutions for key practical 
questions, such as how to achieve “sense 
and avoid” capability in an unmanned 
craft, handle command and control, set 
ground control station and airworthiness 
standards, and devise rules for human 
factors, the interface with the air traffic 
control system, and procedures when a 
communication link is lost.

The competition was fierce for what is 
widely seen as a critical leg up in a lucra-
tive new business sector. The Association 
for Unmanned Vehicle Systems Interna-
tional (AUVSI) said earlier this year that 
activities surrounding UASs would create 
more than 100,000 high-paying jobs. AU-
VSI forecast an economic impact of more 
than $82 billion for the country in the first 
decade after the aircraft are integrated 
into the National Airspace System or NAS.

“Today’s announcement by the FAA is 
an important milestone on the path to-
ward unlocking the potential of unmanned 
aircraft,” said Michael Toscano, AUVSI’s 
president and chief executive officer. 
“From advancing scientific research and 
responding to natural disasters to locat-
ing missing persons and helping to fight 
wildfires, UAS can save time, save money, 
and, most importantly, save lives.”

Site Selections Provide Geographic, 
Research Diversity
The FAA announcements elaborated on the 
focus of the chosen organizations: 
 •   The University of Alaska proposal 

was chosen, the FAA said, because it 
offered a diverse set of test site range 
locations in seven climatic zones as 
well as geographic diversity provided 
by the test site range locations in Ha-
waii and Oregon. The university’s re-
search plan includes the development 
of a set of standards for unmanned 
aircraft categories, state monitoring, 
and navigation as well as work on 
safety standards for UAS operations.

•    The state of Nevada plans to concen-
trate on UAS standards and operations 
at its site as well as operator standards 
and certification requirements. It will 
look at how air traffic control proce-
dures will evolve with the introduction 
of UAS into the civil environment and 
how these aircraft will be integrated 
with NextGen, the FAA’s next-generation 
air traffic control system. 

•   The site at New York’s Griffiss Inter-
national Airport will tackle developing 
test and evaluation as well as verifica-
tion and validation processes under 
FAA safety oversight. It will focus on 
researching sense and avoid capabili-
ties and help research the complexities 
of integrating UAS into the congested, 
northeast airspace.

•   The North Dakota Department of 
Commerce will use its site to develop 
essential UAS airworthiness data, vali-
date high-reliability link technology, and 
conduct human factors research. This 
site, the only test range in the temper-
ate (continental) climate zone, also 
includes a variety of different kinds of 
airspace.

•   Texas A&M University at Corpus 
Christi plans to develop requirements 
for UAS safety and unmanned opera-
tions at its site, with a goal of supporting 
protocols and procedures for airworthi-
ness testing. A&M-Corpus Christi has 
an established UAS program, including 
extensive airspace authorized by the 
FAA for UAS operations. The University 
also has established a UAS Command 
and Control Center at the Coastal Bend 
Business Innovation Center in Corpus 
Christi that will manage the 11 Texas test 
ranges.

•   Virginia Polytechnic Institute and 
State University, also known as Vir-
ginia Tech, plans to conduct UAS failure-
mode testing and identify and evaluate 
operational and technical risks areas. Its 
plan includes test ranges in New Jersey 
as part of a cooperative arrangement 
with Rutgers University. The University 
of Maryland has also agreed to partner 
with Virginia Tech and Rutgers on UAS 
integration.

Each site operator will need to find its 
own resources as the FAA will not provide 
funding for the sites although Congress 
could potentially find some money for the 
research and test activities down the line.

Although the sites will be helping FAA 
establish UAS operational guidelines, 
equipment standards, and certifica-
tion, they will likely also prove a boon 
for American companies. Some aviation 
industry leaders have been very vocal 
about the difficulty of obtaining access to 
the airspace and permissions needed to 
test UAS in the United States, especially 
given that the technology is widely in use 
in other parts of the world. Arrangements 
for such testing will be left to the sites and 
the companies to work out.

On March 28, an FAA notice described 
its plans to establish within the next year 
a Center of Excellence (COE) for its UAS 
Research, Engineering, and Development 
Program and will launch a competitive 
search for a team to lead the initiative. A 
draft solicitation will be available in time 
for a May 28–29 meeting in the Washing-
ton, D.C., area  to discuss COE and UAS 
technical requirements with prospective 
applicants who want to lead the initiative.

According to the FAA notice, the COE 
will be a geographically disbursed consor-
tium of the FAA, university partners, and 
their affiliates selected by the agency to 
conduct UAS-related research, education, 
and training “while working jointly on 
issues of mutual interest and concern.” 

The FAA identified nine focus research 
areas for the COE that represent examples 
of the challenges that need to be ad-
dressed: air traffic control interoperabil-
ity, airport ground operations, command 
and control (C2), detect and avoid (DAA), 
human factors, system performance, pri-
vacy practices for UAS operations, system 
engineering, unmanned aircraft pilot 
training, and certification. 
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POSITION LOCATION AND NAVIGATION SYMPOSIUM

The 2014 IEEE/ION Position Location and Navigation Symposium (PLANS) 
was held at the Hyatt Regency, Monterey, California, May 5-8, 2014.  The 
biennial symposium is co-sponsored by the IEEE Aerospace and Electronic 
Systems Society (AESS) and The Institute of Navigation. The meeting was 
attended by over 370 people and sponsored three full days of technical 

sessions, a day of pre-conference tutorials and a commercial exhibit. 

IEEE/ION PLANS 2014 Executive Committee:

The ION would like to extend our thanks to the PLANS 
2014 Executive Committee (from left to right): Lin Haas, 
Track Chair, Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency;  
Dr. Michael Veth, Program Co-Chair, Veth Research Associates; 
Dr. Gary McGraw, Vice-Chair, Rockwell Collins;  Ralph Hop-
kins, Track Chair, C.S. Draper Laboratory; Dr. Jacob Campbell,  
Program Chair; Phil Dugandzic, General Chair, Northrop  
Grumman; Dr. Demoz Gebre-Egziabher, Track Chair, Univer-
sity of Minnesota. Not pictured: Dr. George Schmidt, Track 
Chair, IEEE AESS; Wayne Soehren, Tutorials Chair, Honeywell;  
Dr. Frank van Graas, Publications Chair, Ohio University;  
Chuck Bye, Publicity Chair, Honeywell; Dr. Michael Braasch, 
IEEE AESS/ION Liaison, Ohio University; and Dora Zueck, 
Exhibitor Chair, SAIC.

THE KERSHNER AWARD:
In 1986, the PLANS Executive Committee established 
the Kershner Award to recognize individuals who 
have made substantial contributions to the techno-
logy of navigation and position equipment, systems 
or practices who have contributed significantly to 
this modern era of electronic navigation. 
    The 2014 Kershner Award was presented to Dr. 
Charles Volk for successfully fielding four genera-
tions of navigation systems and for his pioneering 
work in the development of nuclear magnetic reso-
nance gyroscopes; including the development of the 
ring laser gyro and the zero-lock gyro, the develop-
ment of micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS) 
accelerometers used in inertial measurement units, 
and precision gyros that enhances navigation perfor-
mance in GPS-challenged environments.

Dr. Charles Volk, 
2014, Kershner 
Award Winner

 PLANS BEST PAPER AWARDS
IEEE WALTER FRIED AWARD 
The IEEE’s Walter Fried Award 
recognizes the best technical paper 
presented at the PLANS conference. 
It is endowed in memory of Dr. 
Fried’s professional engineering 
accomplishments, most notably 
his technical leadership in the 
development of Doppler radar and 
relative navigation systems.
    The 2014 Walter Fried Award 
was presented to Dr. Howard H. Ge 
of Boeing Company for his paper 
“Boeing Disc Resonator Gyroscope”  
co-authored by Anthony D. Challoner, and John Y. Liu.
 
BEST STUDENT PAPER AWARD:
Collective Bit Synchronization for 
Weak GNSS Signals Using Multiple 
Satellites: Tiantong Ren and M. 
Petovello, University of Calgary, 
Canada 
 
BEST PAPER IN TRACK A:  
The Four Key Challenges of 
Advanced Multisensor Navigation 
and Positioning: Paul D. Groves,  
L. Wang, D. Walter, H. Martin,  
K. Voutsis, Z. Jiang, University 
College London, UK

BEST PAPER IN TRACK B:  
Practical Simulation of GNSS Signals in the Presence of Ionospheric Scintillation: 
Fernando D. Nunes, F.D. Nunes, Instituto de Telecomunicações and Instituto Superior 
Técnico, Portugal; F.M.G. Sousa, Instituto de Telecomunicações and Instituto Superior  
de Engenharia de Lisboa, Portugal

BEST PAPER IN TRACK C:  
A Non-uniform DFT-based Batch Acquisition Method for Enhanced DME (eDME) Carrier 
Phase Concept, Simulations, and Flight Test Results: Kuangmin Li and Wouter. Pelgrum,  
Ohio University

BEST PAPER IN TRACK D:  
Simultaneous Position Estimation & Ambiguity Resolution (SPEAR) for High-Integrity 
Carrier-Phase Navigation with Robustness to Tracking Loss: Jason H. Rife, Tufts University 

(From L to R): Best Student Paper Award 
winner, Tiantong Ren, and Best Paper 
in Track A - D,  Dr. Paul D. Groves, Dr. 
Jason H. Rife, Kuangmin Li. Not pictured:  
Fernando D. Nunes

IEEE Fried Award winners, John Liu,  Anthony 
Challoner and Howard Ge.  Award presented 
by Dr. Michael Braasch.

PLANS 2014 Attendees Mix & Mingle
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PLANS 2014 Attendees Mix & Mingle
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Global Positioning System
Two steps forward, one step backward. Or 
maybe it’s the other way around.

The U.S. Air Force is slowing GPS mod-
ernization and dropping part of the funding 
for dual launch of satellites, but system 
operators have begun broadcasting L2C and 
L5 signals “populated” with navigation mes-
sages and GPS Block III satellite contractor 
Lockheed Martin has received a contract to 
complete production of the last two space-
craft in the initial phase of the contract.

Air Force Undersecretary Eric Fanning 
says the Air Force will continue to “honor 
our investments and obligations” regarding 
the Global Positioning System but would 
“reprofile” the GPS III program so that it 
meets constellation sustainment demands 
— and also accommodates delays encoun-
tered by both the new space and ground 
segments.

“The issue there was the satellites lasted 
longer than we expected, said Maj. Gen. 
Robert McMurry, the Air Force’s director of 
space programs. “The GPS program pro-
curement rate was a little bit faster than we 
needed (and) we were under pretty strong 
budget pressure for options. And so, while 
we would probably have a more efficient 
buy profile if we bought them at the rate we 
had planned, we decided we could delay 
that purchase rate, still meet the require-
ments for the on-orbit constellation . . . and 
at the same time save funding requirement 
that we needed in [the Future Years Defense 
Program].”

According to the Air Force’s “Program 
Acquisition Cost by Weapon System” docu-
ment for next fiscal year, the FY15 budget 
will fund procurement for GPS III SV9 and 
advance procurement for SV10. The delivery 
of first GPS III satellite will slip to fiscal year 
2016, McMurry said.

However, although the Air Force had 
looked into moving to dual launches of 
GPS satellites as a cost-saving measure, 
the FY15 budget does not have money to 
fund development of the launch vehicle 
capability to carry two spacecraft into 
space at a time.

Meanwhile, the Air Force has awarded 
Lockheed Martin more than $245 million 
in contract options to complete produc-
tion of its seventh and eighth GPS Block 
III satellites.

The two space vehicles (SVs 07–08) 
received initial funding under a February 
2013 long-lead material contract for the 
Air Force’s second set of four satellites, 
GPS III SV 05–08. Similar to this current 
award announced April 1, 2014, the Air 
Force exercised an option to complete 
production of SVs 05–06 in December 
2013.

The first two contracted GPS III satel-
lites SV1 and SV2 are already progressing 
through sequential integration and test 
workstations specifically designed for 
satellite production at Lockheed Martin’s 
GPS III Processing Facility in Littleton, 
Colorado.

On April 28, GPS satellites began 
transmitting CNAV messages on the L2C 
and L5 signals, providing users an op-
portunity to familiarize themselves with 
the new message formats and enable 
manufacturers to develop compatible 
user equipment. The L2C signal is de-
signed to meet commercial needs and L5, 
safety-of-life transportation requirements, 
particularly those of aviation.

In a Notice Advisory to NAVSTAR Users 
(NANU), Air Force Space Command an-
nounced that it would begin implement-
ing the civil navigation Message Types 
(MTs) 10 and 11 (with satellite ephemer-

ides), 30 (satellite clock data, and correc-
tions for ionospheric and group delay), and 
33 (parameters related to correlating co-
ordinated universal time (UTC-USNO) time 
with GPS system time). The new messages 
will replace MT-0, a default or placeholder 
message with limited content. 

The Air Force will broadcast L2C mes-
sages with the health bit set “healthy,” as 
was the case during a June 2013 test. L5 
messages will be set “unhealthy,” but as 
greater experience with the L5 broadcast 
and implementation of signal monitoring is 
achieved, this status may change upon re-
view. According to the Air Force, the public 
will receive ample notification before any 
decision to set the L5 health bit to “healthy.”

Initiation of CNAV broadcasts followed 
a last-minute disagreement between the 
Department of Defense and Department of 
Transportation over their implementation 
and a public comment period that ended 
April 4. The decision to set the L5 signals as 
“unhealthy” represented part of the resolu-
tion of that interagency disagreement.

The Air Force emphasizes that, until 
further notice, the L2C and L5 signals are 
considered “pre-operational,” that is, “the 
availability and other characteristics of 
the broadcast signal may not comply with 
all requirements of the relevant Interface 
Specifications and should be employed at 
the users’ own risk.”

GLONASS
The Russian GNSS system experienced two 
substantial disruptions during the month 
of April, marking the latest in a years long 
series of problems that have included mul-
tiple satellite launch failures and changes in 
program management.

On April 1–2, a systemic disruption 
caused satellite outages for more than 10 
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hours, with the Russian GLONASS monitor-
ing center showing satellites in unhealthy 
statuses: “failure” and “illegal ephemeris.”

Because the failure was system wide 
and simultaneous, some have speculated 
that an incorrect uploading of corrections 
to satellite ephemerides (orbital posi-
tions) occurred. The staggered restoration 
of satellite health in the hours following 
the outage reflects the need for GLONASS 
system operators to wait until each satellite 
passes within range of ground stations on 
Russian territory to be reset. 

The system reportedly suffered another 
disruption on April 15, 2014, with eight 
satellites malfunctioning and another going 
off the air entirely.

According to the Russian Interfax news 
agency as reported by the Moscow Times, 
eight GLONASS satellites malfunctioned for 
a half-hour. A ninth satellite, GLONASS #730 
stopped working completely and did not 
return to service until April 22.  

Russia’s Izvestia news quoted Niko-
lai Testoyedov, general director at JSC 
Reshetnev Information Satellite Systems, 
which manufactures the satellites, as saying 
that the glitches occurred while work was 
being carried out to update the system — 
apparently confirming that a faulty upload 
of data was the source of the problem.

In an April 24 press conference, howev-
er, Russian Space Agency Oleg Ostapenko, 
director-general of the  Roscosmos, the fed-

eral space agency, attributed the problem 
to “several mathematical mistakes” in new 
software, but added that the problem was 
not major and has practically been solved.

The GLONASS System Control Center 
announced that the most recently launched 
satellite, GLONASS-M #754, had been 
added to the GLONASS operational constel-
lation on April 14, 2014.

 The next launch of a GLONASS-M is 
scheduled June 14 from Plesetsk facility 
north of Moscow.

Meanwhile, Kremlin chief of staff and 
former defense minister Sergei Ivanov 
says that Russia hopes to eventually have 
up to 50 ground monitoring stations in 36 
countries to improve the quality and reli-
ability of GLONASS. The system now only 
has foreign ground stations in Antarctica 
and Brazil.

A request by Russia’s Federal Space 
Agency to place ground stations in the 
United States was opposed by the CIA and 
the Department of Defense — and eventu-
ally Congress, due to concern that the sites 
could be used for spying.

BeiDou
As its scientists and engineers complete 
evaluation of the performance of its GNSS 
to date and develops its next generation of 
satellites, China is busy promoting applica-
tions and commercial product develop-
ments of BeiDou.

A report 
on China’s 
economic and 
social devel-
opment plan 
released at the 
second session 
of the Twelfth 
National Peo-
ple’s Congress 
in March noted 
that China 
“will set forth 
policies and 
plans support-
ing develop-
ment of cloud 
computing 
and civil space 

infrastructure, organize the implementation 
of innovation development and application 
demonstration projects in key industries, 
and promote industrial application of the 
BeiDou Navigation Satellite System and other 
technologies developed by China.”

Various Chinese ministries have spon-
sored various conferences around the coun-
try in recent months designed to promote 
and popularize applications of BeiDou. For 
instance, the Fifth China Satellite Navigation 
Conference (CSNC 2014) will take place 
May 21– 23 in Nanjing under the theme, 
“BeiDou Application: Innovation, Integra-
tion, and Sharing.” An ION delegation led 
by Dr. Jade Morton, a Miami University 
professor, will present papers and a panel 
discussion on May 23.

Meanwhile, on April 25 Chinese officials 
announced the launch of XiHe, an inte-
grated, multi-technology positioning system 
designed to provide ubiquitous positioning 
indoors and outdoors. Named after the 
ancient Chinese sun goddess, XiHe was 
developed by the National Remote Sensing 
Center of China (NRSCC) under the Ministry 
of Science and Technology (MOST). 

The system, which is based on Coopera-
tive Real-time Precise (CRP) positioning 
techniques, incorporates BeiDou and 
various wireless positioning methodolo-
gies and has a reported outdoor accuracy 
of one meter and an indoor accuracy of 
three meters. XiHe has undergone trials in 
Beijing, Shanghai, and Tianjin, according to 
the NRSCC.

Dr. Jing Guifei, NRSCC deputy director, 
says that the system will “help extend the ap-
plication of the BeiDou system, which enjoys 
a relatively smaller market compared with 
other international competitors.” Accord-
ing to a white paper issued by the MOST in 
2013, the XiHe system will eventually cover 
more than 100 Chinese cities and benefit 
more than 100 million households by 2020. 

Galileo 
The goal of introducing Galileo service by 
the end of the year continues to prove elu-
sive for managers of the European GNSS.

At the Munich Satellite Navigation 
Summit in March, Matthias Petschke, the 
European Commission (EC) director of EU 

Statue of the Chinese sun goddess Xihe, namesake of China’s new Cooperative 
Real-time Precise Positioning system being pulled by a dragon in Hangzhou.  
(Wikimedia Commons photo)
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Satellite Navigation Programs, hinted at a 
new Galileo delay. In place of EC Vice-
President Antonio Tajani’s adamant assur-
ances over the past year that “early Galileo 
services” would begin by the end of 2014, 
Petschke suggested a time frame of “late 
this year, early next year.” Conversations 
at the event also indicated that only four 
satellites may be launched this year rather 
than six as previously hoped.

The question of what a declaration of 
“early Galileo services” actually means 
has yet to be clearly defined, according 
to European agency and industry observ-
ers. A new Galileo Regulation took effect 
on January 1, but it only notes that “The 
exploitation phase shall begin progres-
sively between 2014 and 2015 with the 
provision of the initial services for the 
open service, search and rescue service 
and public regulated service.” 

In the meantime, 
officials have been 
highlighting various 
air, land, and sea tri-
als using signals from 
the four operational 
Galileo in-orbit valida-
tion (IOV) spacecraft, 
often drawing on GPS 
and other GNSS sig-
nals to provide con-
tinuous positioning. 
Like China, Europe is 
promoting the idea of 
Galileo applications 
and services and even 

looking into the idea of mandating its adop-
tion in critical infrastructures, including 
smartphones.

As this issue of the 
ION Newsletter went 
to press, the European 
Commission — the 
Brussels-based execu-
tive arm of the 28-na-
tion European Union 
had scheduled a May 7 
hearing to consider a 
regulatory requirement 
that mobile devices 
carry Galileo chip sets 
for use during emer-
gency calls.

Such mandatory 
equipage would support 
the use of Europe’s eCall 
system that will provide 
automatically location 
alerts to emergency- 
service providers in case of road accidents. 
The commission proposal would extend 
this to emergency calls from mobile phones 
using Europe’s 112 system, which is similar 
to the enhanced-911 (E911) system in the 
United States.

IRNSS
The Indian Regional Navigation Satellite 
System (IRNSS) gained its second satellite 
in a successful launch on April 4. The In-
dian Space Research Organization (ISRO) 
reported that the IRNSS-1B, reached orbit 
on board a Polar Satellite Launch Vehicle 
(PSLV-C24). 

On April 23, ISRO announced 
that the IRNSS-1B had reached its 
intended orbital location at 55º East 
longitude, collocated with IRNSS-1A 
and the GSAT-8 which contains the 
GPS Aided GEO Augmented Naviga-
tion (GAGAN) payload. IRNSS-1B 
satellite is operating normally, 
according to ISRO.

When complete, seven satellites 
will comprise the IRNSS constel-
lation, although four satellites are 
enough to begin services, according 
to ISRO. The first IRNSS-1A was 
launched in July 2013. Two more 

satellites are proposed for launch later  
this year.

EGNOS
On March 22 two geostationary L-band 
transponders, GEO-2s, were successfully 
launched on board the SES ASTRA 5B 
satellite from the European Space Port 
in Kourou, French Guiana, to sustain 
and improve the quality of the European 
Geostationary Navigation Overlay Service 
(EGNOS).

The new generation transponders will 
provide higher accuracy positioning signals 
to both civil and professional users of 
EGNOS-enabled receivers and ensure the 
continuity of open service and safety-of-life 
services for the next 15 years, according to 
the European GNSS Agency (GSA).

Together with a previous transpon-
der replenishment on the SES-5 satellite 
launched in July 2012, GEO-2 will soon be 
introduced in current EGNOS operations 
and will support the new EGNOS genera-
tion (EGNOS V3) to provide dual-frequency 
signals on L1 and L5 bands and augment 
both GPS and Galileo.

Operational since 2009, EGNOS is 
owned by the European Union with the GSA 
providing its operations and service provi-
sion as of January 1 this year. RNSS-1B undergoing acoustic 

tests at Indian Space Research 
Organization facility. (ISRO 
photo)

Matthias Petschke, the European Commis-
sion (EC) director of EU Satellite Navigation 
Programs, addresses the Munich Satellite Navi-
gation Summit 2014. (Inside GNSS photo by 
Peter Gutierrez.)

Arianespace’s VA216 mission with ASTRA 5B and Amazonas 4A — conducted March 
22, 2014, from the Spaceport in Kourou, French Guiana — marked the 73rd launch 
of a heavy-lift Ariane 5.  (Arianespace photo)
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A Modern Compass Improves 
Oil Production

geomagnetic referencing

By using the Earth’s magnetic field, com-
bined with new innovative technology, 

oil and gas drilling companies are increasing 
oil field productivity while reducing develop-
ment costs and environmental impacts.

An article in the fall 2013 issue of Oil 
field Review highlights this technology and 
its applications across the world. It also 
discusses the public-private collaboration 
between the U.S. Geological Survey and 
partners to successfully implement the 
technology.

These days, multiple reservoirs of oil and 
gas can be accessed from a single platform 
by drilling vertically and then horizontally. 
Drill operators need to know which way 
their drill bits are going to maximize oil 
production and avoid collisions with other 
wells. One way to accomplish this important 
task is to install a magnetometer — a sort of 
modern-day “compass”— in a drill-string 
instrument package that follows the drill bit.

The USGS plays a crucial role in this en-
terprise by monitoring the geomagnetic field 

every single second at magnetic observa-
tories throughout the country. Through a 
process called geomagnetic referencing, 
simultaneous measurements of the mag-
netic field in the drill hole are combined 
with those from magnetic observatories 
at the Earth’s surface to produce a highly 
accurate estimate of the drill bit position 
and direction.

The Earth’s magnetic field changes 
continually as a result of factors such as 
periodic daily tides or rapid magnetic 
storms that are related to the 11-year 
sunspot solar cycle. And at high latitudes, 
such as in northern Alaska or the North 
Sea, the geomagnetic field can be very 
active and can change dramatically during 
magnetic storms.

“Drill-bit positioning requires directional 
accuracy of a fraction of a degree, and this 
can be accomplished with advanced technol-
ogy and expert understanding of the Earth’s 
dynamic magnetic field,” said Carol A. Finn, 
USGS Geomagnetism Group Leader and a 

co-author of the article. “USGS operational 
systems measure the magnetic field on a 
continuous basis. These data are provided 
as a service to research scientists, civilian 
and defense government agencies, and to 
customers in the private sector, including 
the oil and gas drilling industry.”

The USGS Geomagnetism Program 
monitors variations in the Earth’s magnetic 
field through a network of 14 ground-
based observatories around the United 
States and its territories. There are many 
customers for geomagnetism data, because 
the variable conditions of space weather 
can interfere with radio communication, 
GPS systems, electric power grids, the 
operation and orientation of satellites, and 
even air travel as high altitude pilots and 
astronauts can be subjected to enhanced 
levels of radiation.

Internationally, the USGS magnetic 
observatory network is part of the global 
INTERMAGNET network. Domestically, the 
USGS Geomagnetism Program works coop-
eratively with government partners within 
the U.S. National Space Weather Program, 
including NOAA and the Air Force Weather 
Agency, and with private companies that 
are affected by space weather and geomag-
netic activity. 
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NO GPS? 
NO PROBLEM!

They are hidden in plain sight — all 
of those ancient tools that got our 

ancestors there and back again. And ION 
GNSS+ 2014’s plenary speaker has made 
a business of rediscovering those tools of 
natural navigation at his United Kingdom 
outdoor school and in his own adventures 
all over the world.

Tristan Gooley is based in the picture 
postcard town of Arundel in the south of 
England. But he has wandered far from 
home, leading expeditions and climb-
ing mountains on five continents, walking 
remote areas with the Tuareg and Bedouin, 
flying solo and sailing singlehanded across 
the Atlantic Ocean. 

Gooley is a Fellow of the Royal Institute 
of Navigation and the Royal Geographical so-
ciety and the author of two books and many 
articles on the subject. In his own words, 
Gooley describes his history as a navigator 
and the clues he uses to find his way through 
close observance of the natural world.

When I was 10, my mother signed me 
up for a five-day dinghy sailing course 
off the Isle of Wight, which either showed 
great foresight on her part or offered her 
some peace and quiet. Either way, there 
followed a life-changing five days. 

On the final day of that course, the 
instructor asked a simple question, ‘Where 
would you like to go today?’ It is an 
incendiary question to ask a ten year old, 
because it implies that they might be able 
to shape their own journey, not simply 
follow teachers or parents. 

I think it sparked a radical thought in 
my mind: clearly in this life you are either 
a passenger or a navigator. And I knew 
which sounded more interesting to me! I 
was probably smitten by the beautiful art 
of navigation from that point onwards, 
even though it was a very new concept to 
me and I might have struggled to spell the 
word. 

That didn’t matter, if the art of navigation 
was the thing that would allow me to shape 
my own journeys then it would be getting 
my full attention. That day we sailed round a 
headland in our small dinghy and had a pic-
nic on the neighboring beach. The journeys 
grew a little more ambitious over the years 
and on New Year’s Day 2008 I landed in St. 
Lucia in [the Caribbean] in a 32-foot yacht 
and achieved my long-held ambition to have 
both flown solo and sailed singlehanded 
across the Atlantic. 

The seven years it took to achieve this 
ambition taught me many things, among 
them that electronics had made navigation 
more accurate, more accessible, safer and 
very sadly, duller. Fortunately, I wasn’t too 
worried by this discovery, because I had 
spent the previous decade collecting and 
developing techniques to keep the journeys 
exciting and the navigation sublime. 

The rare art of natural navigation, find-
ing our way using the sun, moon, stars, 
weather, plants and animals, allowed me 
to make a journey of only a few miles feel 
as adventurous and exciting as one of a 
thousand. 

I loved it from my first walk using the 
moon and trees as my compasses. And I 
always will!

In 2008, I set up my small natural 
navigation school in the UK and in 2010 
my first book on the subject, The Natural 
Navigator, was published. 

Clues in the Rainbow
After more than two decades of expedi-
tions, research, teaching and writing, 
it is probably fair to say that I view the 
outdoors world in a strange way. When 
outside, everything feels like a clue to me 
and my mind is nearly always busy trying 
to uncover signs in the land, sun, moon, 
stars, trees, plants, animals, sky and 
clouds. 

The natural navigation clues are the 
ones I usually spot first, and some of the 
less well know ones are my favorites — 
I’ll very happily use a rainbow to find my 
way if one appears. 

Aside from navigation, there are so 
many other useful clues out there, from 
tracks by our feet to the color of the sky 
overhead and they are all waiting to be 
discovered. But it does help a bit when 
you know when and where to look. 

In my latest book, The Walker’s Guide 
to Outdoor Clues & Signs, I’ve been going 

This September’s ION GNSS+ plenary speaker  
Tristan Gooley explores the world using  
the sun, stars, moon, weather, plants, and  
animals as navigation clues.

Navigator Tristan Gooley speaks at the 2013 People, 
Ideas, Nature, Creativity conference in the Nether-
lands. (Photo by PINC 2013)
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much deeper into the subject of natural 
navigation on land and explaining many of 
the other useful clues I use. 

For example, everybody is probably 
familiar with the idea that you can use the 
North Star to find direction and maybe 
some of the two dozen other great methods 
for using the stars to navigate. But it is 
slightly less well known that we can also 
use the stars to tell the date and time, fore-
cast the weather, work out the distance to 
nearby towns and even test our eyesight! 

The moon can be used to find direction 
quite easily too, but it also helps with many 
other areas, like working out what the 
tides are up to. The next time you see a full 
moon, you have just worked out that the 
great tidal ranges, the “springs,” are about 
to reach not just your nearest coastline, 
but the rest of the world too. I love the idea 
that you can predict what the tides will be 
doing in Australia from your back yard, 
just by looking at the sky. 

And if you’re not sure it’s a full moon 
or not? There are clues for that too. If it is 
a full circle, rises near the time of sunset 
and appears abnormally bright then it is 
most likely to be a full moon. If not, then 
it’s probably not. 

Did you know that a full moon gives us 
nearly 10 times as much light as when we 
see half the moon’s face? Or that you can 
use the stars to work out what time and 
direction the moon will rise? 

Every serious outdoors person should 
be able to work out whether the moon is 
going to cooperate with a night walk. Just 
by looking at the moon’s shape, you can 
work out which sides of a hill will be well 
lit at a certain time of night, several weeks 
or even months away. 

Compass Steeples and Butterfly Maps
There are over a dozen different ways to 
use plants as a compass, from roots to 
leaves, but they are also very good tools for 
mapmaking. From high ground, it is very 
easy with practice to map out the distant 
dry and wet areas using trees and to assess 
the terrain nearer-by using grasses and 
flowers. 

But this is a finer art than many ap-
preciate and there are clues in even the 

most common plants. Stinging nettles 
depend on phosphate-rich soil and 
this is a clue to human habitation of 
some kind. So, if you’re heading from 
a wild place to a town or village, then 
stinging nettles are a great sign you’re 
getting warmer. You can also map 
the land with the help of birds, small 
mammals and butterflies.

Once you’re in a town there are 
a whole range of specialist clues 
too. You can find your way using the 
flow of people, the road layout, roof 
shapes, the lichens, aircraft or even 
the clouds. Sundials and solar panels 
give a good clue to south and there 
are more than ten ways a church can 
be used to find direction. 

One game I like to have fun with 
when leading a walk or course is to 
challenge people to point to some-
thing that they think I might struggle 
to use as sign. Sometimes it takes 
me a little while to find the clue, but 
it is usually there. It’s a great game 
that will help you to see the outdoors 
world in a different and very reward-
ing way. 

Tristan Gooley is the author 

of The natural naviga-

tor and The Walker’s 

Guide to Outdoor Clues 

& signs books and the 

founder of The Natural Nav-

igator school, www.natural-

navigator.com. Gooley will 

be the plenary speaker at this 

year’s ION GNSS+ 2014 con-

ference on September 9 in 

Tampa, Florida. His website 

is <naturalnavigator.com>.
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This is the era of GPS tracking and 
ubiquitous positioning, navigation, and 
timing (PNT) where the major issues 
seem to be keeping everyone from know-
ing everything about everybody else. 

So, why can’t we find out what hap-
pened to MH370?

As this issue of the newsletter went to 
press, Malaysia released a preliminary 
report on missing Flight MH370 on April 
24 in which it recommended that the 
International Civil Aviation Organization 
(ICAO) consider introducing a system 
for tracking commercial aircraft in real 
time.

But if built-in GNSS technology can 
locate any smartphone on the planet, 
whether their owners want to be found 
or not, why don’t we already have a 
system to track aircraft worldwide?

Part of the answer lies in the fact 
that, despite the advent of satellite 
navigation, most of the world’s air traffic 

control (ATC) and air traffic manage-
ment systems rely on ground-based 
radar, which only covers about 10 
percent of the Earth’s surface. According 
to the April 30 Malaysian report, officials 
apparently didn’t notice for 17 minutes 
that the flight had gone off the radar — 
and didn’t activate a rescue operation for 
four hours.

But probably the primary cause for 
the lack of real-time tracking stems from 
the fact that the aviation industry and 
government regulators have not imposed 
such a requirement.

As Chris McLaughlin, senior vice-
president for external affairs at UK-based 
satellite communications company 
Inmarsat, told CNN, “There’s no global 
decision even after the Air France loss 
[in June 2009, where it took two years 
to recover the plane from the sea] to 
make direction and distance reporting 
compulsory. Ships have to log in every 
six hours; with aircraft travelling at 500 

knots they would have to log in every 15 
minutes. That could be done tomorrow 
but the mandate is not there globally.”

Automatic dependent surveillance–
broadcast (ADS-B) technology, an auto-
matic GNSS positioning reporting system 
being implemented on many  
civil aircraft, operates using a line-of-sight 
radio transmissions. So, while the system 
works well over land, it cannot provide 
coverage over large bodies of water.

And satellite communications? In fact, 
it was reports by Inmarsat that led search-
ers to the southern Indian Ocean region 
where most analyses suggest the plane 
finally went down.

The company’s constellation of 
geostationary satellites provide ATC/air-
craft voice communications when planes 
are out of range of radar, and MH370s 
satcom system remained operational even 
after the ACARS system was shut down.

Inmarsat analyzed data from “hand-
shake” responses to eight “pings” from 

Missing MH370 continued from page 1

Map of search for MH370 reflecting Inmarsat analysis of satellite/aircraft “pings.” (Wikimedia Commons figure)
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CaLenDarthe company’s Indian Ocean Region 
satellite after MH370’s ACARS went off 
the air. Based on the time difference 
between the transmission of the ping and 
the aircraft’s response, Inmarsat calcu-
lated that the aircraft had either headed 
in one of two directions: north along 
an arc towards the Asian land mass or 
south towards an empty stretch of the 
India Ocean. 

Further Inmarsat analysis on the 
signals focused on the frequency shift of 
the signal emitted from the aircraft com-
pared with the actual frequency received, 
known as the “burst frequency offset.” 
The burst frequency offset reflects a 
Doppler effect that varies based on the 
aircraft’s speed and whether it is moving 
towards or away from the satellite. 

The Inmarsat analysis, which also 
included revised calculations to account 
for movements of the satellite relative 
to the Earth, led search managers to 
eliminate the northern route and focus 
air, surface, and underwater efforts on 
the southern Indian Ocean region. 

A Bluefin-21 autonomous underwater 
vessel has searched a 400-square-kilo-
meter zone centered around one of the 
Inmarsat/aircraft transmissions, but as 
of May 1 had failed to yield any results. 
The scantily mapped ocean bottom in 
the search area is very rugged, created 
by volcanoes, and ranges in depth from 
about 1,750 to 6000 meters. 

Be a part of the 

Fifth Annual 

ION  

Autonomous  

Snowplow  

Competition
How much snow can you move  

using state of the art navigation and 
control technologies?

Challenge your team to design,  

build and operate a  

fully autonomous snowplow, which 

will remove snow from a designated 

path rapidly,  

accurately, and safely.

January 22 – 25, 2015
St. Paul, MN

Open to both academic institutions and 

the general public.

To learn more visit:

www.autosnowplow.com

SEPTEMBER 2014 
8-12: ION GNSS+ 2014, Tampa 
Convention Center, Tampa, Florida    
Contact: The ION  
Tel: +1 703-366-2723 
Fax: +1 703-366-2724 
Web: www.ion.org

DECEMBER 2014 
1-4: ION Precise Time and Time 
Interval Meeting (PTTI) 2014, 
Seaport, Boston, Massachusetts    
Contact: The ION  
Tel: +1 703-366-2723 
Fax: +1 703-366-2724 
Web: www.ion.org

JANUARY 2015
26-28: ION International Technical 
Meeting (ITM) 2015, Marriott 
Laguna Cliffs Hotel, Dana Point, 
California   
Contact: ION    
Tel: +1 703-366-2723 
Fax: +1 703-366-2724 
Web: www.ion.org

APRIL 2015
8-10: European Navigation 
Conference 2015,  
Bordeaux, France 
Contact: French Institute of Navigation 
Web: www.enc-gnss2015.com

20-23: ION Pacific PNT 2015, 
Marriott Waikiki Beach Resort & 
Spa, Honolulu, Hawaii   
Contact: ION    
Tel: +1 703-366-2723 
Fax: +1 703-366-2724  
Web: www.ion.org

JUNE 2015 
22-25: ION JNC 2015, Renaissance 
Orlando at SeaWorld, Orlando, 
Florida    
Contact: The ION  
Tel: +1 703-366-2723 
Fax: +1 703-366-2724 
Web: www.ion.org

SEPTEMBER 2015 
14-18: ION GNSS+ 2015, Tampa 
Convention Center, Tampa, Florida    
Contact: The ION  
Tel: +1 703-366-2723 
Fax: +1 703-366-2724 
Web: www.ion.org
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ing power enough when the car has to stop at 
the bottom of a hill. 

Oops. 
That’s a design defect and the person 

bumped by our errant robot can make a 
design-defects claim.

Then there are implicit warranties, con-
tract law, remedies for manufacturing defects 
and more.

The lawyers are ready. Are you?

Wow, He’s Moving!’
Speaking of robots, the latest version of 
Honda’s 14-year old humanoid 
robot project, ASIMO, unsettled 
POTUS in Japan during his 
April visit there.

“Wow, he’s moving,” 
said President Barack 
Obama, “I have to say the 
robots were a little 
scary. They were too 
lifelike.”

Tell us about it! 
How far can this go? 

ASIMO can move like us, 
more or less. It has a smooth 
gait, can turn without stop-
ping, react naturally to 
obstructions, and play 
soccer. 

A number of companies includ-
ing Honda, Boston Dynamics, and Schaft 
have been experimenting madly on dynamic 
balance and agility, the key to navigation in 
the real world. Using two legs to climb, run, 
change direction and adjust smoothly to ter-
rain is a very big deal and hard to replicate. 

Google recently bought Boston Dynamics, 
the engineers who built the agile robot ATLAS. 
Their products could easily be confused 
with those of the best Hollywood creature 
designers. (They built Big Dog, who can walk 
through ice and snow, for the military and 
have a $10.8 million contract with the US 
Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency.)

See You in Court!
A robotic car jumps the sidewalk and scatters 
pedestrians all over the road. 

Who ya gonna sue??
Torts! UAVs! The combination brings 

tears to the eyes of wonkish legal technol-
ogy experts everywhere — except for UCLA 
electrical engineering professor John Villase-
nor. He says we already have sufficient legal 
framework to handle driverless cars; so, quit 
worrying about it and get these things on the 
road already.

In an online article in the Atlantic maga-
zine on April 25, Villasenor said the explosive 
technological changes of the past 50 years 
have led to a well-equipped toolbox of prod-
uct liability law and “when confronted with 
[these] new, often complex, questions, courts 
have generally gotten things right.” 

He offers lots of “theories of liability that 
will work” in the new world of driverless 
cars.

One of the theories is negligence. For 
example, a carmaker uses steering technol-
ogy that works fine in daylight, but not at 
night. Driving at night is a foreseeable use of 
a car. If you make products that are danger-
ous when used in foreseeable ways, that’s 
negligence. You can recover damages for 
negligence.

Or say a designer makes software used to 
control braking, but it doesn’t increase brak-

navigation noveLties

The development of ATLAS, a bipedal, six-
foot-two-inch–tall humanoid robot that can go 
where wheeled vehicles can’t, was used during 
recovery efforts for the Japanese earthquake 
and crisis site at Fujiyama nuclear plant. Unlike 
humans, the robot can enter radioactive build-
ings, climb over dangerous rubble, and face 
toxic smoke and fire, without harm.

Lethal Weapon
So far, we’ve covered robotic navigation for 
games and socializing to the more serious tasks 
of human rescue and disaster management, 
saving the grimmest utility for last.

Since 2009, DARPA, the Navy, and Lockheed 
Martin have been working on a new Long-
Range Anti Ship Missile (LRASM) program to 
“reduce dependence on intelligence, surveil-
lance, and reconnaissance (ISR) platforms, 
network links, and GPS navigation in electronic 
warfare environments.” 

LRASM uses a multi-mode sensor, weapon 
data link, and an enhanced digital anti-jam GPS 

receiver to detect and destroy specific targets 
within a group of ships.

In other words, a seriously armed missile 
you can fire from a ship or the air in a GPS 
signal-challenged environment to a hardened 
target far, far away that is throwing everything at 
you but the kitchen sink

Lockheed Martin tested the new weapon 
twice in 2013. In 2014, there will be two 
DARPA-funded surface-launch demonstrations 
at White Sands Missile Range. 

Navigation Novelties

Long-Range Anti Ship Missile. (Lockheed Martin 
illustration)

Stanford autonomous car demonstration 2009. 
(Wikimedia Commons image by Steve Jervetson.)
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ESA GNSS Summer School Offers 
Technical and Business Courses

The European Space Agency (ESA) 
International Summer School on GNSS 

2014 take place July 21–31 on the campus 
of the Technical University of Ostrava, Czech 
Republic.

Held in conjunction with the European 
Commission Joint Research Center’s Summer 
School on GNSS, the program is open to gradu-
ate students (with a first university degree), 
Ph.D. candidates, early-stage researchers, and 
young professional seeking to broaden their 
knowledge.

Cooperation institutions include 
Stanford University, Institut Supérieur de 
l’Aeronautique et de l’Espace (ISAE), Tou-
louse, France; the Graz (Austria) University of 
Technology, and the University FAF Munich, 
Germany. The program is supported by the 
Czech Republic Ministry of Transport and the 
Technical University of Ostrava.

ESA’s GNSS summer school offers attendees 
with a comprehensive overview on satellite 
navigation, starting with GNSS systems, signals, 
the processing of the observations in a receiver, 
and determining position-navigation-time (PNT) 
solutions. Substantial lab work will be carried 
out to provide attendees with “hands-on” 
experience. 

In addition to the technical aspects of the 
program, lectures will be given on intellec-
tual property rights (IPR), GNSS product and 
services liability, and patents as well as other 
business topics. The future of satellite systems 
is also discussed. 

The main emphasis of the summer school 
will be to develop a group project using inno-
vative ideas and covering the concept, business 
plan, and technical realization through the 
marketing of the product or the service. 

The following categories of prospective sum-
mer school students are invited to apply:

•   graduate students (more than three years 
studies)

•   Ph.D. students and postdoctoral researchers 
(less than 35 years of age)

•   young engineers and professionals from 
industry and agencies (less than 35 years 
of age).

Participation is limited to 50 qualified students 
on a first come, first served basis. Early registra-
tion (until May 31) fees are 750 for graduate 
students, Ph.D. candidates, and postdoctoral 
researchers at universities, and 850, for young 
engineers/academics in industry and agencies. A 
limited number of scholarship are available.

For more information on the detailed program 
and to register for the ESA/ JRC Summer School, 
visit the website: <http://www.congrexprojects.
com/2014-events/14m34/introduction>.

ion member news and notes

Section News and Notes
Dayton Section
Rachael Morton, from Talawanda High School in Oxford, OH, was the February luncheon 
speaker, followed by the victorious ION Autonomous Snowplow Competition team from 
Miami University (OH) in March.  Section members attended the Consortium of Ohio 
Universities on Navigation and Timekeeping (COUNT) workshop at Ohio State University 
in April.  In May the section plans to travel to YEI Technology in Portsmouth, OH for a 
factory visit. Concluding the 2013-14 program year will be the annual dinner meeting 
at the Wright-Patterson Club, where officer elections will be held along with the pre-

sentation of scholarship winners.

Dr. Rudy Kalafus
Dr. Rudy Kalafus, ION Fellow and past president of ION (2002-
2003) has recently published a book titled, The Innovative 
Society.  In this work Dr. Kalafus examines the question of 
why some countries produce more inventions and ideas than 
others. Is innovation driven by scientific elites or unsung arti-
sans? Is there a link between innovation and democracy? The 
Innovative Society provides fresh answers to these questions. 

Distinguishing between what he calls “blue-collar” and “white-collar” innovation, 
Dr. Kalafus provides a unique analysis of practical and theoretical innovations, and 

describes how science and technology eventually 
interacted to promote prosperity.

      Dr. Kalafus draws on decades of experience 
with creative people from all over the world 
to bring us a very readable book that provides 
valuable insights into the world of the thinkers, 
inventors, and tinkerers that greatly influenced 
the world we live in today. 

      Rudy Kalafus performed pioneering work 
in assessing the potential of GPS for air and 
marine applications.  At his initiative the RTCM 
(Radio Technical Commission for Maritime 
Service) established Special Committee 104, Differential Global Navigation Satellite 
Systems, which has developed standards for high-accuracy GPS services around the 
world.  These standards form the basis of a multi-billion dollar industry today.  He 
chaired this committee from 1984-2009.  In 1988 he joined Trimble Navigation in 
Silicon Valley to develop receivers for the Global Positioning System (GPS), and has 
consulted for the military group there since 2002.  He has six patents and received 
the ION Satellite Division’s prestigious Kepler Award in 1992. 

      For more information see: theinnovativesociety.kalafus.net
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Defense Matters 
Quagmire — A Difficult, Complicated Situation

“What we need today is  

a governance model that  

addresses PNT writ large  

and establishes a national  

strategy to encourage a PNT 

provision and protection  

architecture that is layered,  

resilient, and reliable.”

Somewhat to my own surprise, I have discovered that this is my 16th 
ION Newsletter article under the heading of Defense Matters. 
My first contribution was in the summer of 2010, and it was titled 

“New National Space Policy: Will We Win The Race?”
In reviewing the 15 topics on which I have written to date, Seven of 

them have titles that are stated as a question, e.g., “Where Do We Go from 
Here?” (Winter 2011-2012), “GPS – Too Big to Fail?” (Summer 2012), 
and “What is the Goal?” (Summer 2013). 

The remaining eight have titles crafted as statements, e.g., “We Must 
Do Better” (Fall 2013), “Save Our GPS” (Fall 2011), and “Understanding 
Vulnerabilities and Building Resilience to GPS Dependencies” (Spring 

2011). 
Group 

ing the 15 topics 
into a smaller 
collection of 
general subject 
areas reveals that 
I have addressed 
spectrum issues 
that were rooted 
in Lightsquared: 
“Déjà Vu All Over 
Again” (Winter 
2010-2011) and 
“How is the FCC 
Performing?” 
(Summer 2011); 

budget and national funding issues: “We Must Do Better” (Fall 2013) 
and “Where Do We Go From Here?” (Winter 2011-2012); national policy 
issues: “What is the Goal?” (Summer 2013) and “Achieving a Well-
Rounded PNT Capability” (Fall 2010); and finally, articles 
on PNT resiliency: “GNSS+” (Winter 2012-2013) and “We 
Owe The Warfighter The Very Best We Can Deliver” (Spring 
2012). 

My most recent article, “Leading Change – Have We 
Forgotten How?” (Winter 2013-2014), could be grouped 
with policy, budget, and/or resiliency, but in writing this 
article I will establish a new category. That is, PNT gover-
nance, a topic that threads itself through all of the previous 
15 articles. 

Regarding the governance of our positioning, naviga-
tion, and timing programs and policy, I believe we are in 
a quagmire. The roots of this word are instructive. The 
original word referred to soft, boggy ground that gave way 
under pressure. Today we think of quagmire as a messy or 
difficult situation — both meanings apply here. If PNT gov-

ernance is not well established, it will remain confusing and ultimately 
give way under growing pressures.

The PNT resiliency challenges we are facing from a national policy 
perspective affect national security and public safety issues and continue 
to be hampered by governance models that were established to address 
communications, aids to navigation, etc., all of which have come to use 
and rely upon PNT. 

What we need today is a governance model that addresses PNT writ 
large and establishes a national strategy to encourage a PNT provision 
and protection architecture that is layered, resilient, and reliable.

A model that sees the government as the sole purveyor of PNT ser-
vices is unworkable. Lighthouses, buoys, and aviation navigation aids all 
lent themselves to that model, but with the advent of GPS the paradigm 
shifted and the governance model has failed to adjust. 

The burgeoning realization of just how important PNT information is 
to national security — practically every nuance of society — and to the 
global economy itself demands a different model for governance. 

Additionally, the ever-changing technologies associated with provid-
ing, protecting, and using PNT information overwhelm the current 
model and likewise demonstrate the need for a change. 

Paradigm shifts require new ways of thinking, and no one seems to 
understand that better than the late Dr. James Schlesinger, former U.S. 
secretary of defense, energy secretary, chairman of the National Space-
Based PNT Executive Committee, and co-chair of the seminal 1995 
National Academy of Public Administration/National Research Council 
study, “The Global Positioning System: Charting the Future.”

I was saddened to learn of the passing of Dr. Schlesinger in March 
of this year. Many who had the pleasure of knowing and hearing him 
expound on meeting the challenges of difficult or complicated situations 
might recall that Dr. Schlesinger would oftentimes reference the quote, 
“The significant problems we have cannot be solved at the same level 

of thinking with which we 
created them.” 

He would always at-
tribute that quote to Albert 
Einstein, but in my view it 
has been memorialized by 
Dr. James Rodney Schlesing-
er (February 15, 1929 – 
March 27, 2014). 

In memory of Dr. 
Schlesinger, let’s com-
mit together to creatively 
rethinking PNT governance 
so that we can move beyond 
the current quagmire. 

doug Taggart, President, Overlook systems Technologies, Inc.
 

Dr. James Schlesinger often observed, “The significant prob-
lems we have cannot be solved at the same level of thinking 
with which we created them.”
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DUE JUNE 30
Parkinson Award 
Nominations
Graduate students in GNSS technology, 
applications, or policy who have 
completed a single-author thesis or 
dissertation and who are ION members 
are eligible for this prestigious award 
and $2,500 honorarium. Nominations 
are to be submitted by a regular or 
research faculty member of a college or 
university. 

This award honors Dr. Bradford W. 
Parkinson for establishing the U.S. Global 
Positioning System and the Satellite 
Division of The Institute of Navigation. 

For application details and entry 
rules go to www.ion.org. Nominations 
must be received by June 30.

DUE JUNE 30
Kepler Award 
Nominations
The purpose of the Johannes Kepler 
Award is to honor an individual for sus-
tained and significant contributions to 
the development of satellite navigation. 
The winner of this award will be deter-
mined by a special nominating commit-
tee. The Kepler Award is presented only 
when deemed appropriate. All members 
of The Institute of Navigation are eligible 
for nomination. You are encouraged 
to submit the names of individuals for 
consideration. 

To submit a nomination, go to the 
ION website at www.ion.org. Click on 
Awards, scroll down, click on Kepler 
Award, then click on the Awards form 
for complete nomination instruc-
tions. Nominations must be received 
by June 30. Nomination packages may 
be sent to: Satellite Division Awards 
Committee Chair, The Institute of 
Navigation, 8551 Rixlew Lane, Suite 
360, Manassas, VA 20109. 

Defense Matters 
Quagmire — A Difficult, Complicated Situation

 
The Institute of Navigation is pleased to welcome these 
new ION corporate members:

The SI Organization 
www.thesiorg.com

  Silicon Sensing Systems, Ltd. 
   www.siliconsensing.com

  US Army CERDEC/CP&I 

For more information on corporate membership in The Institute of 
Navigation, please contact Kenneth P. Esthus at 703-366-2723,  
ext 1004, or visit us at www.ion.org.

Based in the United States, KVH Industries, Inc. manufactures 
compact, precise fiber optic gyros (FOGs) and FOG-based inertial 
sensors for autonomous applications where size, weight, and power 
consumption must be minimized without sacrificing performance 
or accuracy. KVH sensors are used in unmanned navigation 
applications, autonomous systems’ platform, and payload pointing 
& stabilization systems. 
 KVH provides high accuracy gyros and sensors to leading 
commercial manufacturers and to the defense industry, and is 
one of the only fiber optic gyro manufacturers to control the entire 
production process, from creating its own specially designed 
polarization-maintaining optical fiber to packaging its gyros together 
in advanced systems for inertial measurement, inertial navigation, 
and attitude heading and reference systems. As a result, KVH’s 
inertial sensors and gyros offer outstanding accuracy and excellent 
durability at a lower cost than competing systems. Its breakthrough 
developments in fiber optic technology include the 1750 inertial 
measurement unit (IMU) which is one of the highest performance 
IMUs available in the commercial marketplace. For more on KVH, 
please visit www.kvh.com 
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September 8–12, 2014  
Show Dates: Sept. 10 – 11 Tutorials: Sept. 8 – 9

Tampa Convention Center, Tampa, Florida

The 27th International Technical Meeting of the Satellite Division of The Institute of Navigation

ION GNSS+ 2014

Tampa image courtesy of Tampa Convention Center

Register Today! www.ion.org/gnss

The world’s largest technical meeting and showcase of GNSS technology, products and services.

An Opportunity to show to the World’s Leading Authorities  
on Global navigation satellite systems! 


